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Relativisti models developed for the exlusive and inlusive QuasiElas-
ti (QE) eletron sattering have been extended to Charged-Current (CC)
and Neutral-Current (NC) ν-nuleus sattering. The results of dierent
desriptions of Final-State Interations (FSI) are ompared.
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1. Introdution
Several deades of experimental and theoretial work on eletron sat-
tering have provided a wealth of information on nulear struture and dy-
namis [1℄. In these experiments the eletron is the probe, whose properties
are learly speied, and the nuleus the target whose properties are under
investigation. Additional information on nulear properties is available from
ν-nuleus sattering. Neutrinos an exite nulear modes unaessible in
eletron sattering, an give information on the hadroni weak urrent and
on the strange form fators of the nuleon. Although of great interest, suh
studies are not the only aim of many neutrino experiments, whih are better
devised for a preise determination of neutrino properties. In neutrino osil-
lation experiments nulei are used to detet neutrinos and a proper analysis
of data requires that the nulear response to neutrino interations is well
under ontrol and that the unavoidable theoretial unertainties on nulear
eets are redued as muh as possible.
In reent years dierent models developed and suessfully tested in om-
parison with eletron sattering data have been extended to ν-nuleus sat-
tering. Although the two situations are dierent, eletron sattering is the
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best available guide to determine the predition power of a nulear model.
Nonrelativisti and relativisti models have been developed to desribe nu-
lear eets with dierent approximations. They an be onsidered as alter-
native models, but only a relativisti approah is able to aount for all the
eets of relativity in a omplete and onsistent way. Relativity is important
at all energies, in partiular at high energies, and in the energy regime of
many neutrino experiments a relativisti approah is required.
Relativisti models for the exlusive and inlusive eletron and neutrino
sattering in the QE region [2, 3, 4, 5℄ are presented in this ontribution. In
the QE region the nulear response is dominated by one-nuleon knokout
proesses, where the probe interats with a quasifree nuleon that is emitted
from the nuleus with a diret one-step mehanism and the remaining nule-
ons are spetators. In eletron sattering experiments the outgoing nuleon
an be deteted in oinidene with the sattered eletron. In the exlusive
(e, e′p) reation the residual nuleus is left in a spei disrete eigenstate
and the nal state is ompletely speied. In the inlusive (e, e′) sattering
the outgoing nuleon is not deteted and the ross setion inludes all the
available nal nulear states.
For an inident neutrino or antineutrino NC and CC sattering an be
onsidered
ν(ν¯) +A → ν ′(ν¯ ′) +N + (A− 1) NC
ν(ν¯) +A → l−(l+) + p(n) + (A− 1). CC
In NC sattering only the emitted nuleon an be deteted and the ross
setion is integrated over the energy and angle of the nal lepton. Also the
state of the residual (A−1)-nuleus is not determined and the ross setion is
summed over all the available nal states. The same situation ours for the
CC reation if only the outgoing nuleon is deteted. The ross setions are
therefore semi-inlusive in the hadroni setor and inlusive in the leptoni
one and an be treated as an (e, e′p) reation where only the outgoing proton
is deteted. The exlusive CC proess where the harged nal lepton is
deteted in oinidene with the emitted nuleon an be onsidered as well.
The inlusive CC sattering where only the harged lepton is deteted an
be treated with the same models used for the inlusive (e, e′) reation.
For all these proesses the ross setion is obtained in the one-boson
exhange approximation from the ontration between the lepton tensor,
that depends only on the lepton kinematis, and the hadron tensorW µν , that
ontains the nulear response and whose omponents are given by produts
of the matrix elements of the nulear urrent Jµ between the initial and nal
nulear states, i.e.,
Wµν =
∑
f
〈Ψf | J
µ(q) | Ψi〉 〈Ψi | J
ν†(q) | Ψf 〉 δ(Ei + ω − Ef ), (1.1)
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where ω and q are the energy and momentum transfer, respetively. Dif-
ferent but onsistent models to alulate W µν in QE eletron and ν-nuleus
sattering are outlined in the next setions.
2. Exlusive one-nuleon knokout
Models based on the Relativisti Distorted-Wave Impulse Approximation
(RDWIA) have been developed [2, 6, 7℄ to desribe the exlusive reation
where the outgoing nuleon is deteted in oinidene with the sattered
lepton and the residual nuleus is left in a disrete eigenstate n. In RDWIA
the amplitudes of Eq. 1.1 are obtained in a one-body representation as
〈χ(−) | jµ(q) | ϕn〉 , (2.1)
where χ(−) is the s.p. sattering state of the emitted nuleon, ϕn the overlap
between the ground state of the target and the nal state n, i.e., a s.p.
bound state, and jµ the one-body nulear urrent. In the model the s.p.
bound and sattering states are onsistently derived as eigenfuntions of
a Feshbah-type optial potential [1, 2℄. Phenomenologial ingredients are
adopted in the alulations. The bound states are Dira-Hartree solutions
of a Lagrangian, ontaining salar and vetor potentials, obtained in the
framework of the relativisti mean-eld theory [8℄. The sattering state
is alulated solving the Dira equation with relativisti energy-dependent
omplex optial potentials [9℄. RDWIA models have been quite suessful in
desribing a large amount of data for the exlusive (e, e′p) reation [1, 2, 6, 7℄.
3. Semi-inlusive neutrino-nuleus sattering
The transition amplitudes of the NC and CC proesses where only the
outgoing nuleon is deteted are desribed as the sum of the RDWIA ampli-
tudes in Eq. 2.1 over the states n. In the alulations [5℄ a pure Shell-Model
(SM) desription is assumed, i.e., n is a one-hole state and the sum is over
all the oupied SM states. FSI are desribed by a omplex optial potential
whose imaginary part redues the ross setion by ∼ 50%. A similar redu-
tion is obtained in the RDWIA alulations for the exlusive one-nuleon
knokout. The imaginary part aounts for the ux lost in a spei hannel
towards other hannels. This approah is oneptually orret for an exlu-
sive reation, where only one hannel ontributes, but it would be wrong
for the inlusive sattering, where all the hannels ontribute and the total
ux must be onserved. For the semi-inlusive proess where an emitted nu-
leon is deteted, some of the reation hannels whih are responsible for the
imaginary part of the potential are not inluded in the experimental ross
setion and, from this point of view, it is orret to inlude the absorptive
imaginary part. Numerial examples in dierent kinematis are given in [5℄.
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4. Inlusive lepton-nuleus sattering
In the inlusive sattering where only the outgoing lepton is deteted FSI
are treated in the Green's Funtion Approah (GFA) [3, 4, 10℄. In this model
the omponents of the hadron tensor are written in terms of the s.p. optial
model Green's funtion. This is the result of suitable approximations, suh
as the assumption of a one-body urrent and subtler approximations related
to the IA. The expliit alulation of the s.p. Green's funtion is avoided by
its spetral representation, whih is based on a biorthogonal expansion in
terms of a non Hermitian optial potential H and of its Hermitian onjugate
H†. Calulations require matrix elements of the same type as the RDWIA
ones in Eq. 2.1, but involve eigenfuntions of both H and H†, where the
dierent sign of the imaginary part gives in one ase an absorption and in
the other ase a gain of ux. Thus, in the sum over n the total ux is
redistributed and onserved. The GFA guarantees a onsistent treatment
of FSI in the exlusive and in the inlusive sattering and gives a good
desription of (e, e′) data [3℄.
An example is displayed in Fig. 1, where the
16O(νµ, µ
−) ross setions
alulated in GFA are ompared with the results of the Relativisti Plane
Wave IA (RPWIA), where FSI are negleted. The ross setions obtained
when only the real part of the Relativisti Optial Potential (rROP) is re-
tained and the imaginary part is negleted are also shown in the gure.
This approximation onserves the ux, but it is oneptually wrong beause
the optial potential has to be omplex owing to the presene of inelasti
hannels. The partial ontribution given by the sum of all the integrated
exlusive one-nuleon knokout reations, also shown in the gure, is muh
smaller than the omplete result. The dierene is due to the spurious loss
of ux produed by the absorptive imaginary part of the optial potential.
The analysis of data requires a preise knowledge of ν-nuleus ross se-
tions, where theoretial unertainties on nulear eets are redued as muh
as possible. To this aim, it is important to hek the onsisteny of dif-
ferent models and the validity of the approximations. The results of the
relativisti models developed by our group and the Madrid-Sevilla group
for the inlusive eletron sattering are ompared in [11℄. An example is
shown in Fig. 2 for the
12C(e, e′) ross setions alulated with dierent
desriptions for FSI: RPWIA, rROP, GFA (with two parametrizations of
the optial potential), and the Relativisti Mean Field (RMF) [12℄, where
the sattering wave funtions are alulated with the same real potential
used for the initial bound states. The dierenes between RMF and GFA
inrease with q: they are small at q = 500 MeV/c and signiant at q =
1000 MeV/c. The RMF ross setion shows an asymmetry, with a long tail
extending towards higher values of ω. A less signiant asymmetry is ob-
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Fig. 1. The ross setions of the
16O(νµ, µ
−) reation for Eν = 500 and 1000 MeV
at θµ = 30
o
as a funtion of the muon kineti energy Tµ. Results for GFA (solid)
RPWIA (dotted), rROP (long-dashed) are ompared. The dot-dashed lines give
the ontribution of the integrated exlusive reations with one-nuleon emission.
Short dashed lines give the GFA results for the
16O(ν¯µ, µ
+) reation.
tained for both GFA ross setions, that at q = 1000 MeV/c are higher than
the RMF one in the maximum region. The enhanement is dierent for the
two optial potentials. The behaviour of the RMF and GFA results as a
funtion of q and ω an be understood if we onsider that RMF is based on
the use of strong energy-independent salar and vetor real potentials, while
GFA on a omplex energy-dependent optial potential. Dierent values of
q and ω are sensitive to the behavior of the optial potential at dierent
energies, and higher values orrespond to higher energies. The GFA results
are onsistent with the general behavior of the optial potentials and are
basially due to their imaginary part. Dierent parameterizations give sim-
ilar real terms and the rROP ross setions are pratially insensitive to the
hoie of optial potential. The real part dereases inreasing the energy
and the rROP result approahes the RPWIA one for large values of ω. In
ontrast, the imaginary part has its maximum strength around 500 MeV and
is sensitive to the parameterization of the ROP. The imaginary part gives
large dierenes between GFA and rROP in Fig. 2, while only negligible
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Fig. 2. The ross setions of the
12C(e, e′) reation for an inident eletron energy of
1 GeV, q = 500 (top panel) and 1000MeV/c (bottom panel), with RPWIA (dotted),
rROP (dot-dashed), RMF (dashed), and GFA with two optial potentials, EDAD1
(GF1 solid) and EDA2 (GF2 long dot-dashed) [9℄.
dierenes are obtained in the dierent situation and kinematis of Fig. 1.
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